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Session Overview
- Higher education needs to change
- Business schools are pressured with new 

demands
- Today’s Millennial Generation want to build 

a more fulfilling & equitable society for all
- Nobel Laureate, Muhammad Yunus calls 

for “social business”
- Academy of Management shifts globally
- Bornstein’s book How to Change the World
- Bottom (or Base) of the Pyramid models  



Clay Christensen, Harvard Business School 
Theory on “Disruptive” Approach 

to Leading Organizations 

 The Innovator's Dilemma
 Argues that even the most outstanding companies 

require transformative leadership
 Today’s students seek humanistic breakthroughs for 

bettering society, especially for the less fortunate. 
 Need for bottom-up leadership & change



Applying Business in the War on Poverty

 Using mgt. tools to reduce human suffering: Is 
business relevant beyond corporate walls?

 Yes: Motivation theories, team building, planning, 
decision-making, leadership, cross-cultural mgt., 
HR policies, co-ops, communication, power & 
politics, creating new structures, change, ethics, 
social responsibility, conflict & negotiation, etc.

 “Mgt. from below:” Barefoot MBAs; Students –
Without-Borders, College Peace Corps, etc. 



Leading Higher Ed from Below

 Brigham Young University
 32,000 students; multilingual student 

body; 63 languages taught
 Marriott School
 Department of Organizational Leadership 

& Strategy



Early Action Research
 Microfinance Field Research in Philippines
 Summer 1989
 Academic heads thought it a crazy idea 
 3 students: $12,000
 Metro Manila solutions to poverty research 

for 3 months
 Identified causes & potential intervention
 Designed new NGO for giving microloans
 Mentors International
 Sought U.S. donors
 Incorporated in U.S. & Manila



Incubating Social Change at BYU

Focus:

• Facilitate development of students as international social 
entrepreneurs

• Use academic work to better the world

• Design action research methods

• Apply concepts/theories to human problems

• Empower students as global change agents

• Foster microcredit and microentrepreneurship, as well as 
train individuals in nonprofit and humanitarian skills



Faculty Committee to Fight 
Global Poverty

Starting in 1998, a group of four interested professors from 
disciplines like Organizational Behavior, Public Administration and 
the MBA program started to meet weekly in order to begin 
envisioning how they could plant the seeds for new, innovative 
work within the Marriott School that would build a narrative on the 
relationship of business school education to poverty, doing so from 
the ground up. Over time and with limited support, this group, the 
Faculty Committee to Fight Global Poverty’s efforts have 
successfully mentored new student theses, rolled out new faculty 
publications, launched an annual conference, and fostered a solid 
research and publishing agenda of journal articles and books. In 
1999 two faculty of the group created and began soliciting 
manuscripts for the Journal of Microfinance (1999), the first of its 
kind worldwide in this newly emerging academic field. Later, in 
2006 it evolved into the Economic Self-Reliance Review (ESR).



Social Innovation Conferences

 Economic Self–Reliance (ESR) 
Conferences highlight leading 
research & practices of social 
entrepreneurship that are 
creating positive change 
domestically & internationally.

Provides a forum for participants 
to discuss how social 
entrepreneurship is creating new 
approaches for addressing 
poverty and economic 
development.

 Sessions focus on these areas of
Social Entrepreneurship tracks:

- SE & Education
- Engineering & SE
- How to Become an SE
- Business , Markets & SE



Example of  BYU’s Annual Conference

Please join us at our Annual Conference. The conference begins with an opening ceremony Thursday 
evening, 13 March, followed by two days of breakout sessions. We invite you to come learn, discuss, 
and network with individuals and organizations making a difference. 

Dates: 13 March —Opening Ceremony 
14–15 March —Conference

Theme: Sustainable Strategies for Building Economic Self-Reliance

Location: Wilkinson Student Center
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah

Featuring: Four tracks of workshops, research and presentations highlighting microenterprise and 
other development innovations.

Tracks: Research Symposium, Research Papers and Presentations on "Linking MFIs to Capital Markets

Microenterprise Sessions
Workshops panels, presentations, and discussions on current trends in sustainable microenterprise

NGO Training
Workshops for developing more effective NGOs

Self-Reliance Sessions
Workshops, panels, presentations, and discussions on other economic development programs                                     



Sample Journal that BYU Sponsors

Journal of Microfinance

Co-sponsored by Marriott School, BYU
And the School of Business, BYU-Hawaii

Founding and/or current editors include: Dr. Gary 
Woller, Dr. Warner Woodworth, and Dr. Norm Wright

This is the first university-sponsored journal in 
the new field of microfinance, presenting the research
of both practitioners and academics with a world-wide
board of editors from the best NGOs around the globe.



Accounting Students Study & field work
in Ghana



BYU faculty and students have enjoyed extensive collaboration in 
terms of action research in Third World settings (qualitative and 
quantitative data collection) that have resulted in considerable 
academic output.  These include rough estimates as follows:

• 19 graduate theses and 22 undergraduate honors theses

• A number of research grants received from various sources 
including U.S. government research support, donations from 
major foundations, and three Fulbright awards

• Faculty and students have given over a hundred local 
presentations to community, business and non profit groups in 
the U.S.

• Published 3 books and over 40 articles, including a special 
issue of the Journal of Public Policy on microcredit issues

BYU MFI Research (18 years)



Title: Small Really Is Beautiful: Micro Approaches 
to Third World Development – Microentrepreneurship, 

Microenterprise, and Microfinance
By Warner Woodworth and Collaborators (Third World Think Tank, Ann Arbor, MI, 2001)

Chapters are authored by Muhammad Yunus of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, 
Warner Woodworth of the Ouelessebougou-Utah Alliance in Mali, West Africa, & other students.

BYU Book Published (294 pp.)



Developing Social Innovation Courses

Roughly three decades ago as a BYU professor, I designed and 
began offering a new course called “Becoming a Global Social 
Entrepreneur.” Apparently, it was the first such course in the 
world.  Simply stated, the course objective was to empower 
students with a vision of how they could take initiatives to address 
real social problems in poor countries. In the ensuing decades, as 
an outgrowth of that first course, seven more were created at 
BYU, using innovative leadership tools to help villagers develop 
dozens of cooperatives and social enterprises. They included 
courses entitled Microfinance, Corporate Social Responsibility, 
Workplace Democracy (Co-ops and Employee Stock Ownership 
Plans, i.e., ESOPs), Social Innovations, and more.



Establish and Secure a $3 million Fund to 
Create the Center for Economic Self-Reliance 

In 2003, as courses, conferences and NGOs were being created at the 
university, the faculty committee decided it was time to begin putting the 
disparate programs of recent years under one umbrella so that they would 
have more consistent oversight and have a central source of funding and 
coordination. I, along with support of the then dean and a top student, 
began exploring potential donors. This led to solicitation of some $3 
million in start-up capital from a wealthy alumnus who agreed to make the 
donation if matching funds could be achieved over the five subsequent 
years. With that commitment, the Center for Economic Self-Reliance 
(CESR) was established and my student who had just graduated became 
the director. A second former student of mine was hired to run help the 
center under the watchful eye of the Faculty Committee to Fight Global 
Poverty. Later, membership and leadership evolved and new professors 
gradually became the faculty advisory board for the center. In the early 
years, the center’s director and I proposed making a professional film, a 
documentary that would be launched by the United Nations in its 
International Year of Microcredit in 2005. Thus, the film, Small Fortunes: 
Microcredit and the Future of Poverty, was shown worldwide, including 
some 400 times on U.S. public television



Additional NGO Spin-offs from Courses
After the early success of Enterprise Mentors International in the 
Philippines, faculty and student leaders in subsequent years began 
to initiate more NGO projects. They did so by providing expertise 
from social innovation courses, master theses, course papers, etc. 
to the design and incorporation of such programs as SOAR China 
Microfinance, one of the first NGOs taking microcredit to the 
People’s Republic. Also we began to roll out a kind of University 
Peace Corps that recruited, trained and sent 40 or so students to 
nations after natural disasters to help rebuild schools, and houses, 
strengthen families, provide healthcare training, form women’s 
solidarity groups, teach English, help establish family gardens, 
and so forth. Such programs eventually grew to hundreds of 
students annually that provided major humanitarian efforts such 
as Wave of Hope (2005) following the 2004 Asian tsunami, HELP 
International (2016) following Hurricane Mitch’s 1999 destruction 
in Honduras, Sustain Haiti (2015) after the devastating 2010 
earthquake, and so on. 



Microfranchise

One of the Marriott School’s most well-known innovations is its 
MicroFranchise Development Initiative (MFDI). It moves beyond the 
simplicity of a traditional microenterprise strategy that gives a $90 loan to 
a budding necessity entrepreneur who invents her own little family 
business. Instead, MFDI adopts the franchise model of doing business that 
is typical in industrialized nations. But it focuses on business replication as 
a method to use to spur economic improvements among the global poor. 
Through MFDI, practitioners examine and develop replicable business 
models for small businesses operating in developing economies, and with 
start-up costs of $300 to $1,000. Franchising a good business allows the 
tiny enterprise to use proven methods and achieve success rapidly. BYU 
faculty member, Jason Fairbourne, developed this approach and new 
products such as the Microfranchise Toolkit, comprised of a book and 
other informational materials that address franchise issues such as 
customer service, funding, and franchising legal agreements



Grantwell Program        
Leaders among faculty and students of the MPA program began a social 
investing program in 2009 to give students opportunities as a kind of 
learning laboratory by advising wealthy families in the area so the 
Grantwell program was established. It is a student-run, faculty-advised 
nonprofit and foundation consulting program at the university. With a 
board of directors and executive team composed of students, Grantwell
gives students the opportunity to be leaders in the public and social sector, 
and allows them to work with real nonprofits and foundations to gain 
valuable experience. Its mission and vision aim to become the premier 
graduate-level experience for training future nonprofit leaders 
through appropriate values of philanthropy. There are three types of 
projects students are trained in through courses, and then given hands-on 
experience. They include volunteer service as 1) Grant Allocation teams 
that evaluate grant proposals, select the best project, and present findings 
to the foundation donating the funds. The allocation process includes 
conducting financial analysis and rating a project’s potential impact based 
on the values and mission of the foundation. 2) Strategy teams work as 
consultants for nonprofits, helping them to develop programs and 
processes that better fulfill the mission of the organization. 3) Evaluation 
teams perform efficiency and effectiveness assessments   



Discussion: Assessing Bottom-Up 

Leadership Impacts
In attempting to evaluate the results of these initiatives, an 
open, honest look suggests considerable success. The type 
of leadership described may be termed “disruptive” in the 
sense that, as Christensen’s writes, dramatic change is 
essential. A writer about the book declares: “In this 
revolutionary bestseller, innovation expert Clayton M. 
Christensen says outstanding companies can do everything 
right and still lose their market leadership—or worse, 
disappear altogether. And not only does he prove what he 
says, but he tells others how to avoid a similar fate” 
(2011). The same may be true of higher education, as well. 



First MFI, Mentors in the 
Philippines

The case of Enterprise Mentors, now simply Mentors International,
has led to significant impacts. By 2012 there were five offices of 
this NGO in Asia, two in Guatemala, and one each in Mexico and 
El Salvador. Over 10,000 jobs were created or expanded in that 
year alone, benefiting over 40,000 family members. Equally 
important, some 36,000 microentrepreneurs received 
management training on an annual budget of $1.3 million. 
University students and faculty provided much of the training in 
the organization’s early years, plus ongoing evaluations of 
systems and results, expenses which the NGO itself could not 
fund. By 2015, the impacts were even more substantial. This 
nonprofit, which began as small PEDF has over the years raised a 
total of $53 million in loans, working capital and administrative 
overhead expenses. It now has a staff of some 415 employees 
running its programs in seven countries, along with headquarters 
in the U.S. 



SE Courses Expanded
With respect to designing new social innovation courses at BYU 
over the decades, the number has increased from merely one 
course per academic year with only 25 or so students to seven 
different courses of study currently in which several hundred 
students register each semester. Collectively, 62 course projects 
have led to the creation of 41 NGOs as 501(c) 3 non-profit 
organizations that are formally registered and operating in over 
30 countries. Approximately 7.2 million micro businesses have 
received funding, training, or other support, and over 3,000 
students have voluntarily utilized their skills and innovation 
throughout the world. As a result of these courses, a diverse set 
of initiatives and projects have been undertaken, including various 
programs in the U.S. and abroad that provide microcredit to 
millions of female microentrepreneurs in India, jewelry 
cooperatives operating in Uganda, microbusiness training in 
Honduras, agricultural innovations in Brazil, and  tsunami-relief 
efforts in Thailand. Roughly speaking, some $30 million is raised 
annually 



The Faculty Committee to Fight 
Global Poverty

The committee eventually worked its way 
out of business. As courses, NGOs, and 
CESR, the new center came into being, 
the bulk of the committee’s roles were 
shifted to academic departments and 
other institutions within the business 
school, making the group unnecessary.



Annual Social Entrepreneurship 
Conference

The conference grew over a decade to becoming a huge 
event with up to 1,000 participants annually. It was the first 
university in the U.S, to sponsor large scale social 
entrepreneurial events, as well as conferences specializing 
in microfinance. However, eventually, the numbers dropped 
as the microfinance movement became well known across 
the U.S., and many other universities started their own 
gatherings. The amount of time and energy to host such 
large events declined in favor of smaller symposia, 



The Center for Economic Self-
Reliance (CESR)

The Center has continued to expand and succeed. With more 
donors, the name was eventually changed to become the Ballard 
Center for Economic Self Reliance, using the name of a highly 
respected Mormon leader of a hundred years ago who served 
Utah’s poor. From its small beginning in 2003 with a $3 million 
private grant, it has grown to a $12 million fund that lives off its 
principal, spending approximately $600,000 annually. It currently 
hosts a variety of programs including an annual documentary 
video contest for NGO projects, participates in the Ashoka 
University Social Entrepreneurship conferences, and has received 
a number of awards for excellence. One of its major activities is 
conducting several annual social enterprise competitions with 
various formats and objectives. The center typically receives 
between 40-50 submissions from student teams on campus and 
from across the nation



MPA & Accounting Third World 
Programs are Institutionalized 

 Both the MPA and Accounting programs’ one-time 
experiments to train and take student teams to African 
villages succeeded in the first year, and ever since they 
have continued to offer resources and each serve 20-25 
students annually who spend six weeks of summer living in 
rural village with families, while learning the culture, 
language, and working each day to strengthen area NGOs. 



Grantwell Program
The MPA Grantwell program has continued to expand slowly but 
surely. It provides considerable hands-on experience to student 
seeking careers as wealth advisors for so-called Purpose Impact 
clients—those who want to use their money not only to do well 
financially, but to also do good, thereby improving the quality of 
life for others. So far the student teams have allocated $1.5 
million to non-profit firms and foundations. They are now advising 
faculty and students at a dozen other American universities who 
seek to do similar work.



All in all, it may be concluded that these bottom-up leadership 
initiatives to use university funds, and successfully secure more 
private capital from outside resources, not only succeeded in 
revolutionizing the Marriott School within BYU’s hands-on 
education and services for social impacts in poor communities in 
the larger world, but its management students as well. One such 
student recently declared to the author that because of her 
experiences with the university’s social innovation programs, her 
goal in life has changed dramatically. 

Instead of seeking a finance position with a Wall Street giant such as 
Goldman Sachs or CitiBank, her goal now is to work among the 
global poor and to practice the mantra of the great Mahatma 
Gandhi: “You must be the change you wish to see in the 
world.”  

Conclusions



Thank you!

I look forward to questions later....



Jointly or individually read over 80 papers at academic conferences 
around the globe including the National Conference on Ethics in 
America, Society for the Advancement of Management, Academy 
of Management, Western Social Sciences Association, International 
Association of Management, Organization Development Network, 
Society for the Advancement of Socio-Economics, OD World 
Congress, Association for Economic Opportunity, American 
Political Science Association, and universities throughout the world 
(19 Years)

Prepared seven training manuals for doing microenterprise, 
developed course modules for teaching Third World 
microentrepreneurs basic business skills, written three handbooks, 
and carried out impact evaluation studies and technical reports for 
several NGOs

BYU Research



Helped design and launch new social venture NGOs to empower the poor including: 
since 1989 Enterprise Mentors International (Philippines, Guatemala, El Salvador, and 
Mexico); Ouelessebougou – Utah Alliance since 1992 (Mali, West Africa); Chasqui 
Humanitarian since 1997 (Bolivia and Peru); Accion Contra La Pobreza and HELP 
Honduras since 1999 (Honduras); Liahona Economic Development Foundation in 
1999 (Nigeria); Academy for Creating Enterprise since 1999 (Philippines); HELP 
International since 2000 (Venezuela, Peru, Honduras, El Salvador, Bolivia, Brazil and 
Guatemala); SOAR China (2001) in Sichuan and Guangxi Provinces; Unitus in India, 
Mexico, Kenya, Argentina since 2002; New Generation Foundation in 2001 (Brazil), 
MicroBusiness Mentors since 2003 in the poor, inner-city Latino community of Utah, 
Empowering Nations since 2005, rebuilding Tsunami-hit villages in Thailand, and 
doing development work in Ghana, Mozambique, Peru and Panama. 

All of these social venture NGOs are still operating.  Last year over 220,000 
microentrepreneurs received business skills training.  Some $10 million was raised to 
support these social ventures, and future growth looks promising with 1.2 million 
clients.

BYU MFI Design & Implementation



Research Program # 1: BYU Student
Microfinance Impacts Research Stream
 Funding: CGAP, Marriott School, Others
 1988 – 2007  Action research, consulting work, 

case studies, comparative data sets across NGOs 
and/or countries.

 2002 – 2007  Impacts data from 14 countries: 
presentations at 11 conferences, 5 publications in 
Journal of Small Enterprise Development, 
Managerial Finance, Social Science Journal, etc.; 
speeches at Oxford, Columbia, Stanford, 
Wharton, Harvard, Darden, etc.                      





BYU’s Programs Continued . . .(fix yrs
13Years: Institutional Membership in the Microcredit Summit – a global 

movement of some 3,500 organizations working to give 175 
million of the world’s poorest families access to credit for income 
generating projects by the year 2015.

21Years: Only university in the United States with a Grameen Student Club 
on campus – sponsoring lectures by Grameen Bank officials as well 
as other NGO leaders; developing microcredit materials and 
translating them into Spanish, Portuguese, etc.; holding microcredit 
fundraising projects; sending students on internships with leading 
microcredit institutions in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the U.S. 

22 Years: The results of our work consist not only of substantive, long-term 
improvements in Third World villages as they move toward greater 
self-reliance, but we’ve already enjoyed a degree of public 
recognition and awareness.  These include 9 humanitarian and 
service-learning awards, as well as over 50 television, radio and 
print media stories on our work. 

9 Years: Publisher of The Journal of Microfinance, the only academic 
resource solely dedicated to research on microfinance tools for 
fighting poverty…..Then shift to ESR Review.



BYU Programs Continued . . . 
23 Years: BYU faculty and students have enjoyed extensive 
collaboration in terms of action research in Third World settings 
(qualitative and quantitative data collection) that have resulted in 
considerable academic output. The rough estimates are as follows:

- 21 graduate theses and 24 undergraduate honors theses

- A number of research grants received from various sources 
including U.S. government research support, donations from major 
foundations, and three Fulbright awards

- Faculty and students have given over a hundred local presentations 
to community, business and non profit groups in the western U.S.

- Published 5 books and over 60 articles, including a special issue of 
the Journal of Public Policy on microcredit issues



BYU Programs Continued . . .
23 Years: Jointly or individually read over 100 papers at academic conferences 
around the globe including the Academy of Management, National Conference 
on Ethics in America, Society for the Advancement of Management, Western 
Social Sciences Association, American Sociological Association, International 
Association of Management, Organization Development Network, Society for 
the Advancement of Socio-Economics, OD World Congress, Association for 
Economic Opportunity, American Political Science Association, International 
Academy of Management & Business, Third World Studies Association, United 
States Association of Small Business & Entrepreneurship, & universities such as 
Harvard, Wharton, London School of Economics, Columbia, Michigan, Yale, 
Stanford, UVA, Berkeley, Oxford, Texas, UCLA, Thunderbird, Cornell, etc.

Prepared 9 training manuals for doing microenterprise, developed course 
modules for teaching Third World microentrepreneurs basic business skills, 
written 5 handbooks, & carried out some 20-plus impact evaluation studies & 
technical reports for NGOs





Microfinance Impacts
 Do literature search for constructs  
 Prepare survey instrument
 Draft proposals
 Seek funding
 Gain access to MFIs
 Translate materials
 Recruit students for field studies
 Train and send them out
 Collect data & do analysis





Other Social Entrepreneurship Projects

•Launched a microenterprise effort in response to requests from 
the Beijing Minister of Agriculture, Vice Governor of Guangxi 
Province and Sichuan Women’s Federation (10 million members) 
in the PRC.

•SOAR China consisted of 3 teams from BYU working with 
officials in Beijing, Mianning County in Sichuan Province, Yilong 
County in Sichuan Province, Guangxi Women’s Federation in 
Nanning City: evaluating programs, assessing poverty alleviation 
efforts, training women’s federation leaders, and village bank 
members, consulting with microcredit organizations such as 
RDAY, etc.

•Advised founders of new Brazilian NGO “New Generation 
Foundation” on the design and implementation of effective 
strategies to empower to the poor in southern Brazil as well as 
conducting seminars with Santa Catarina state officials, 
legislature, various mayors, business managers and professional 
associations, and bankers.



Impacts Continued….
Four sample populations:

- New clients < 1 yr. or less
- Long-term clients >Over 1 yr.
- Ex-clients
- Non-clients

Variables: Housing, food, empowerment, 
education, healthcare, social capital, etc.



# 2: MFI Exploratory Research -
Scaling Up Questions
 How to do even better by doing more?
 How to build and research the next stage?
 Can business models serve such a purpose?
 Can we design a scaling-up strategy to dramatically expand 

MFI resources in aiding the world’s have-nots?
 Needs:

- Reduce gap between existing capital &          
demands of the poor

- Acceleration strategy for reaching hundreds of 
millions of impoverished families

- Workable model
- Implementation method
- Replicability across nations
- Sustainability



Results Thus Far

 Africa
Microfinance correlates most strongly with access 
to healthcare, social capital, children’s education, 
better housing

 Central America
Food security, better housing, women’s 
empowerment

 Asia
Children’s education, healthcare, food security



Suggested Outline and Lesson Plans for Teaching the Academy for 
Creating Enterprise Curriculum (112 pages)

Started by Steve Gibson of BYU’s Center for Entrepreneurship

Table of Contents
I. Outline
II. Lesson Plans

Example of Training Manuals

A. Taking the Mystery Out of Business
Introducing the GEM Model

B. GEM Model Illustration
C. Goal Setting
D. Goals Should Be . . .
E. Definition of Success
F. Which Are You?
G. Sales
H. Income Statement
I. Cash Flow
J. How To Keep Good Records
K. Strategic Objective and Primary Aim
L. Systems
M. Source Problem Solving



Microfinance Impacts
 Do literature search for constructs  
 Prepare survey instrument
 Draft proposals
 Seek funding
 Gain access to MFIs
 Translate materials
 Recruit students for field studies
 Train and send them out
 Collect data & do analysis



BYU Social Entrepreneurships To Empower the Poor
1. H.E.L.P. Honduras – 46 students from BYU, UVSC, U of U, Ricks, & Stanford doing 

humanitarian service (Red Cross, refugee camps, orphanages, teaching, literacy, 
rebuilding houses) after Hurricane Mitch’s destruction, & engaging in microcredit 
projects (organizing village banks, expanding banks with new capital, training 
microentrepreneurs) to build self reliance (1999).

2. H.E.L.P. International – Over 1,400 students from 18 colleges and universities 
including BYU, U of U, USU, Colorado State, Stanford and Virginia Tech, serving 
since summer 2000 in  Venezuela, Honduras, El Salvador, Uganda, Peru, Guatemala, 
Brazil, Fiji  & Bolivia empowering the poor through microcredit strategies & 
community service. 

3. Fiji Development Project – 21 students teaching social, computer and business skills to 
Pacific Islanders through intense local classes & distance learning courses as well.

4. Guatemala Microlending – 4 BYU students working with an indigenous women’s rural 
organization, MUDE, to expand their effectiveness in lifting the poor, & also working 
with Mentores Empresariales in Guatemala City. 

5. Academy for Creating Enterprise (ACE) – 3 BYU students explored the feasibility & 
helped plan to establish ACE in late 1999 to provide skills & jobs for Filipino young 
adults.  So far, 1,000 have received loans, & started their own businesses (1999-2010).



BYU Social Entrepreneurships To Empower the Poor Cont’d...
6. Grameen Foundation USA – 5 BYU student interns designed & launched the U.S. 

arm of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, which originated microcredit around the 
globe (1997-2000).  

7. Community & Child Development – 9 students offering various skills to South 
African nonprofit groups seeking a better quality of life, microcredit, small 
business education, etc.

8. Liahona Foundation – 5 BYU students assessed the program effectiveness of a 
Nigerian physician, Dr. Hassan, who began village banking for the poor, & is also 
building a hospital for needy Nigerians (1999-2000).

9. American Indian Services – 2 students teaching & helping to manage 4 schools on 
Native American tribal reservations.

10. Bulgarian Cooperative – 3 students evaluating an industrial cooperative, Nachala, 
owned by its workers; also assessing the feasibility of launching a microcredit 
program in the capital city, Sophia.

11. Latin American Pilot Program – 6 BYU students field-testing lessons in business 
fundamentals in Mexico, designed to help young adults become successful in the 
labor market.



BYU Civic Engagements To Empower the Poor Cont’d...
18. Ouelessebougou-Utah Alliance – 7 students from BYU, U of U, and 

Harvard helped design and implant a microfinance system of village 
banking and women’s producer cooperatives in Mali, West Africa, as well as 
doing impact assessment research on the Alliance’s results among 
approximately 50,000 indigenous people in some 80 rural villages:  water 
wells, gardens, health care, reforestation, schools for children, literacy for 
adults, and economic development.

19. Unitus – 3 students received internships in 1999-2001 to work with Unitus 
in designing a strategy for accelerating microcredit.  Current efforts are 
focused in Mexico, Argentina, India, Philippines, & Kenya (2010). 

20. SOAR China – 12 social entrepreneurs evaluating two microcredit programs 
in Guangxi and Yunnan Provinces, and a team conducting 
microentrepreneurship training in cooperation with the Sichuan Provincial 
Women’s Federation of over ten million members in the PRC.

21. Empowering Nations – over 150 students in projects to aid Thailand 
villagers after the terrible 12/26 Asian tsunami (2005); expanded to serving 
the poor in Panama, Peru, & West Africa (2006-2009).



Scaling Up Agenda

- Definitions
- Context/history 
- Academic praxis
- Need for scaling up microfinance
- Forces for change
- Case research
- Conceptual model



Definitions
 Microcredit - small amounts of loan capital with which to 

start/expand income-generating projects. 
 Micro Entrepreneur - owner of a tiny business.
 Micro Enterprise - formalization of income-generating 

project into a very small firm.
 Microfinance - a more inclusive term that goes beyond 

small business loans to include savings, insurance for the 
poor, health coverage, housing and/or education loans, etc.

 MFI - Micro Finance Institution
 Informal Economy - underground, black market, etc.
 Social Entrepreneur - global change agent who sees societal 

problems and invents new solutions/strategies.
 NGO- Non Governmental Organization - non profit 

foundation, social enterprise, etc.                                    



Global Poverty



Huge Unmet Demand



Size of  MFI Client Base



Microfinance Gap

MFI growth with scaled 
up investment

Typical Growth

Scaled Growth



Issues and Terminology
 Size:  Numbers, magnitude (how many people or 

dollars?)
 Scale:  Increasing microloan volume to larger 

number of clients/partners
 Sustainability:  Ability to maintain operations 

with internal resources 
 Success:  Positive impacts/effects, e.g. to 

increase the supply of loan capital, expand 
number of borrowers, measure improvements in 
quality of life among the poor



Microfinance Problems
 Poor families cannot obtain affordable financial 

services
 Lack of credibility/questionable history
 NGO limitations:  Small, autonomous, geographic 

location
 Lack of awareness about the gap by economists 

and policy makers
 Limitations of capital
 Donor dependency
 Charity mind-set
 Practitioners lack business skills                      



Literature Search
 Havelock, Ron (U. Michigan/ISR/CRUSK) - Diffusion & utilization
 Shoemaker, Floyd (Michigan State) - Adaptation & knowledge 

transfer
 Rogers, Ev. (Ohio State) - Innovation & diffusion
 Beck, Allen  - e-Business scalability
 Argyris, Chris (USC) - Action research
 Flamholtz, Eric (UCLA) - Dissemination theory
 Whyte, W.F.(Cornell) - New social inventions
 Hannan, Mike (Stanford) - Silicon Valley start-ups, economic 

sociology & organizational entrepreneurship
 Baron, James (Yale) - Organizational design & emerging firm 

research



Forces for Change
 NGO growth – larger size, moving beyond one country or 

region
 Boards of directors – greater sophistication
 New technologies – PDAs to track loans, enter data, etc.
 Donor demands – to seek more beneficiaries, impact 

assessments
 Decline of welfare model – subsidies and humanitarian 

paradigms less acceptable
 Greater business mentality – emphasizing efficiencies and 

lower costs
 Government regulations regarding targets, results
 Capital availability – non-zero sum assumptions
 Growing MFI interest by formal banking institutions and 

capital markets



ACCION International Case
1961-- Start-up by alleviating poverty through public works, 

infrastructure
1973 – Revamping:  Began microcredit in Brazil
1977 – Had given 885 loans, created 1400 jobs in Brazil, 

Peru, Colombia
1978-87 – Experimentation, reinvention, established new 

systems, developed plans, hired and trained 
staff

1988 – Roll out in 14 countries of Central and South 
America

1989 – Creation of Bridge Fund (guaranteed loans)
1992 – Transformed MFI partner in Bolivia into a 

commercial bank, Banco Sol  



ACCION Case cont’d….
1993-1995 – Loan portfolio grew 20-fold
1996-2000 – Fifteen ACCION NGOs had 

become for-profit institutions
2002-2006 – Expanded geographically to 

Africa, U.S., and now India
Statistics – 1.4 million clients currently

4.7 million over past 12 years 
$7.6 billion has been loaned 
97% repayment rate



Unitus Case Research
2000 – Start-up – Two years of dialogue, search for models 

and best practices, global analysis
2002 – Launch of Pro Mujer, Mexico, zero clients
2003 – Mexican client expansion:  5,700
2003 – New SKS partnership:  21,900 clients in India
2004 – Began seeking MFIs with highest growth potential 

in promising, yet underserved, markets; 
proven track record; strong management and 
board; exponential possibilities

2004 – Acceleration model:  SKS 73,300 clients:  Pro Mujer 
10,100; New partners:  Jamii Bora (Kenya) 
87,000; BSS (India) 12,600; ASA-GV (India) 
66,000 clients



Unitus Case cont’d….
2005 – Scaling up strategy:  SKS 151,200; Pro Mujer 

13,000; Jamii Bora 112,800; BSS 23,600; 
ASA-GV 79,800; new partners Bandhan 
131,000 and GK 34,000

2005 – Unitus India Microfinance Center established in 
Bangalore

2005 – Unitus/ACCION Alliance for India leads to new 
synergy

2006 – New Unitus partner:  FIS (Argentina) with 3,000 
clients

2006 – More potential partners in pipeline that total 
some a million clients



How Unitus Selects Microfinance 
Institution Partners



New Unitus Scale-Up Strategies
 Capacity-building within partner NGOs
 Expanding partner product offerings
 MFI transformation from NGO into commercial entity; from 

unregulated MFI to regulated firm; from nonprofit to for-
profit institution

 Equity growth through infusion of more capital
-- Unitus as a microfinance investor
-- Leverage resources through debt equity 

with formal banks
-- Investments to partners through two   

new funds: Unitus Equity Fund, Dignity Fund



Model for MFI Scaling-Up 
(Based on ACCION and Unitus Cases)

-Traditional NGO
-Microfinance Methods

Poverty as Driver: 
-Innovation

-Experimentation

Build infrastructure 
-Geographical expansion

Roll out:
-New donors/capital

-More partners

-Standardization
-Build MFI networks

Transformation:
-Commercialization

-NGOs become banks

-Evaluation
-Re-tooling

-Greater capital sources
-Replication

-Acceleration

“Scale:”
-Increased reach

-More speed
-Larger market

Growth of brand/reputation
-Sustainability



Past Programs to Empower Students 

as Global Change Agents
20 Years: Training over 1,800 students and sending them off to

combat world poverty and create greater economic
justice among marginalized communities

17 Years: Developing new courses or classroom modules in public 
entrepreneurship, systems of microcredit, NGO 
management,  Third World development, social 
stewardship, integration of Laubach Literacy with 
microcredit, and grassroots consulting skills

6 Years: Marriott School Committee to Alleviate Family Poverty 
(network of faculty, students and area business 
executives that plans programs and projects)

11 Years: Annual Conference on Microenterprise Development/ 
ESR (average attendance of 300 individuals)



Scaling Up Requires Speed
Speed Capability:

What: Increase 
speed of change

How: Reduce 
bureaucracy; 
improve decision 
making; create 
sense of urgency



5 R’s of  Scaling-Up *
 Readiness for innovation to spread
 Receptivity by the target community
 Resources required to scale-up
 Risks that it will not turn out well
 Returns expected – quality and quantity

*R. Dees et al., “Scaling Social Impact,” Stanford Social Innovation 
Review, Spring 2004.



Conclusions
Q & A….?



Q & A?


